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Abstract 

Nowadays, Computers and their Networks leads to being complex and diverse systems that communicate with speed 
and flexible. There is always room for sophisticated and highly specific network/Packet analyzing tool. Network 
traffic monitoring is not as straight as they written in theory but also leads to many trends changing changes. Tools 
are also able to provide the statics and graphic representation of risk and reports. While developing the tools, it is 
highly important to understand the intrusion attacks conditions, network protocols and systems behavior, the intension 
of user and user conformability. We are proposing the network traffic detection and analyzing tools that mainly focus 
on the DDoS attack. We are using JPCAP packet capturing library with WinCap for Detection and analysis of network 
traffic on a prime target of DDoS Attack. 
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Packet Analyzer or sniffer for the collecting the data [request and response ]which traverse the network among the 
various network devices as well end user systems.[11] These sniffers work on the different protocol data. As data 
streams flow across the network, the sniffer captures each packet and, if needed, decodes the packet's raw data, 
showing the values of various fields in the packet, and analyzes its content according to the appropriate RFC or other 
specifications[3][2]. While analyzing, sniffers encountered packages that should not be part of data or which 
additionally holding in data for of intrusion, viruses, misbehaviors or any policy violation. Those include network 
statistics tools, intrusion detection, port knocking daemons, password sniffers, ARP poisoners, trace routers, etc.[1].  
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A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is an attempt to make an online service unavailable by overwhelming 
it with traffic from multiple sources.[10][5] They target a wide variety of significant resources, from banks to news 
websites and present a major challenge to making sure people can publish and access relevant information. [4]. 
This paper is arranged in section I as an Understanding of WinCap and Jpcap, Section II for proposed algorithm and 
Section III Experimental Details, followed by Section IV presents results of experiments. 

 

1. WinCap and Jpcap 

Windows Packet Capture provides the facility to access low-level network in Windows operating environment. It can 
transmit network traffic along with protocol stack and process. It allows kernel-level packet filtering. It is windows 
network utility drivers, which offers low-level network access along with control of kernel of doing it. It been used 
commercially for many systems as well it also having UNIX version as libcap. As the tools protocol analyzer, traffic 
analyzer, network traffic monitor, intrusion detection system and mainly in sniffers are integrated by 
WinCap.[13][14][6] 
          Java based open source library that implemented in C and Java for access network traffic like capturing and 
sending over the network. It is mainly used in Java based application along with the WinCap [Windows]/ 
libcap[UNIX]. Jpcapcaptures Ethernet, TCP, and UDP,  IPv4, IPv6, ICMP, ARP/RARP packets, etc. It has been tested 
on Microsoft Windows (98/2000/XP/Vista), Linux (Fedora, Ubuntu), Mac OS X (Darwin), FreeBSD, and Solaris [9] 
with successful results.[12] 
         Jpcap is the collection of java class and interfaces. This collection hides unnecessary details from the user of 
network traffic capturing, sending across a network, abstracting in protocols. Jpcap is internally handling by many 
network class and interfaces along with their binding. Java native interface plays a vital role in the binding of all 
collection of class as interfaces together as the component.[8]  
 Jpcap on the Java side is made up of several Java classes. These classes peer with native C structures provided by 
libpcap.[7] So for example, when user retrieves an instance of Pcap object, the object contains a memory pointer to a 
C pcap_t structure.[7] When any non-static method call on the Java class, will use the stored reference to the native C 
structure to execute the requested function. Same thing applies to all other structures such as Pcap, If and the 
remaining. They are all peered and retain a memory reference to their corresponding C structure.[7] For safety 
purposes and Java protections, the reader is not allowed to access these C structures directly, and all the 
corresponding libpcap library functions are provided as Java methods. Therefore, the is a very close relationship 
between each Java object and its corresponding native C structure, the same applies to libpcap functions and their 
corresponding Java methods. 

We are using the WinCap to get traffic into the system to analyze and to detect particular DDoS. At the 
functional level, jpcap will analyze the packets by checking out threshold value that likely decides the income 
packages are suspicious, or they be normal traffic. 

2. Proposed Algorithm 

1. Obtain and open the network. 
NetworkInterface[] device = jpcapCaptor.getDeviceList(); 
captor=JNetPcapCaptor.openDevice(device[index], snaplen, promics, timeout); 

where snaplen= Maximum number of bytes, 
promics= mode to get traffic, 
timeout=timeout values in milliseconds. 
 

2. Set the traffic type wireless or Ethernet. 
    It will allow the user to monitor traffic type either of wireless or Ethernet LAN. 
 
3. Set threshold or it will calculate by default. 
 
4. Check incoming traffic 
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          Verify the Source IP and Destination IP, 
 Push protocol wise stack and Create thread, 
      Check Source IP and Destination IP with Port 
  Check IP: Port same found in stack queue 
   Push for DDoS calculation. 
 
5. Calculate DDoS Probability and Show report 
 
6. Generate analyzer report based on the detection alerts and notification to the user. 
 

3. Experiments and Results 

We use KDD We are in network with internet shared in WAN and LAN via a wireless and wired network. The 
experiment performed on the Windows-7 64 bit with i3 processor. For Testing, we have deployed dedicated web 
server that host local website. Attacker system with ping program that execute with targeting host system. We executed 
both attacker and host programmed and analyzed system for DDoS attack detection.  
As we focused on the DDoS attack, we have analysis our proposed solution on the LAN where multiple host is 
connected and targeting to a particular host for the flooding, pinging continuously. 
We can detect the attack as per below generally comes under the DDoS attack: 
 

 
Fig 1: DDoS Attack Detection. 

 
        As per Experiment, We have captured live traffic from the network with the internet shared. We have detected 
DDoS on the ping program system with their IP, timestamp port, and probability which shows how Sevier attack. Our 
detection for DDoS impressive which able detect TCP, UDP flood more efficiently which majorly found in DDoS 
attack. ICMP packets can use for multiple attacks like smurf attack; SYN are also effectively detected in traffic our 
solution.  
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4. Conclusions 

 The In this paper, we proposed an algorithmic solution for DDoS detection on the network traffic. As the various 
parameters varies in the DDoS attack. It should be handled effectively to get an account of vulnerable traffic.  
We have an emphasis on the TCP, ICMP and UDP packets that are more susceptible to get flood or pinged for DoS 
attacked. To handle the DDoS attack we checked with threshold and source and destination address that verifies the 
authenticated user of the network or not. At the holding point, we can provide a concrete solution to the DDoS 
detection which ability to set interface, protocol and traffic files. 
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